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1. Introduction. The cancellation law for quadratic forms as origi-

nally proved by Witt [lO] states that if J+Ç and J+X are field
equivalent then so are Ç and 5C. In general this result is not valid

under ring equivalence but some work has been done in this direc-

tion, notably by Jones and Durfee in the local theory and by Eichler

and Kneser in the ring of rational integers. Although the integral

formulation of Witt's theorem holds over any local field in which 2

is a unit [2; 5], it is not true over the 2-adic integers [2]; but in that

case it is known [6 ] that Ç=X. provided that J is of unit determinant,

Ç=2Ç' and 3C = 23C'. The author [9] has extended this result to any

local field in which 2 is a prime; also to the ramified case, but with

the restriction that J be a form of one variable only. Our first aim in

this paper is to remove this restriction. Secondly, to prove that Q

and 3C are equivalent provided that J is the orthogonal sum of totally

isotropic binary forms, that is forms of the type

/ 0     **<»\

W"'    o /'

where the \(i) are arbitrary integers.

2. Notation. The scalars will be taken from a field F of character-

istic unequal to 2, provided with a non-Archimedean, complete and

discrete valuation [l ] and having a perfect residue class field ; o will

be the ring of integers and it a prime element in F; since the cancel-

lation law has been shown to hold for any local field in which 2 is

a unit [2; 5], we shall assume throughout that [2| <1 holds in F;

the letter e will be used to denote the ordinal of 2, i.e. ¡Tre| = | 2| ;

then our assumption can be expressed by the relation e = ord 2^1.

A specific element aw1 will sometimes be written as [it1] if | o| = 1 and

as  {it'}  if o£o; thus a=[irt],)ß=[jr'], 7= {w1}  implies that |a|

All proofs will be geometrical. The notation will be similar to that

in  [9]. If Fis an «-dimensional F-space with scalar product X- Y
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and if L is a lattice [3 ; 9 ] in V, we say that £i, • • • , £„ is a (minimal)

basis for L if L = o^i+ • • • +o£n. If .£ is the quadratic form associ-

ated with this basis and if A is the corresponding matrix, we write

¿¿^A-=L. If K is another lattice in V and if there exists an isometry

carrying L onto K, we write L^K, A=K and ^SA^. The determinant

of L is defined to be the determinant of the matrix A; we assume that

det Lj¿0.
The ideal generated by X2, XE.L, is called the norm of L and will

be written N(L); if N(L)Qo we say that L is integral. If IG¿, we

define ül(X), or simply a(X), as the ideal generated by X-Z as Z

runs through L; the ideal generated by a(X), XQL, will be written

a(L); if a(L)Ço we say that L is totally integral.

If L is a totally integral lattice of unit determinant it has a canon-

ical basis, i.e. a basis (£\) such that (i) if N(L)=o, then £\%ß = 0 for

all X?*ju; (ii) if N(L)Q(ir)o, then « is even and &r-i&r = l, £2r-i£\ = 0

=&r£x for \¿¿2r — 1, 2r and for all r, 1 ¿r^n/2. In the first case we

say that L is proper; in the second, improper. If L is arbitrary, it has

an orthogonal decomposition

(2.1) L = L^tt8'1') 0 • • • ei,(ir'W)

wheres(l)<s(2)< • • • <s(r) and the forms 7r-*(x)^x(T'(X>) are totally

integral, of unit determinant. The basis derived from the canonical

bases of the L\(irim) in the obvious way, is called a canonical basis

for L. If L has another decomposition

L = *!(*«<») © • • • 0 X,(T'<«>)f

then

(2.2) s(X) = <(X),        dim Lx = dim .K\,

(2. 2a) Z.\ proper <=* ffx proper.

Let (£x) be canonical; we say that £,• is a proper basis element if

£t£x = 0 for all X^i; otherwise it is improper. Note that a(£<) = (£«)<>

if and only if £¡ is proper.

The proof that L has a canonical basis and of the equations (2.2)

can be found in [ö]; it is rather well known for the rational 2-adic

integers [7]. If two lattices (not necessarily isometric) have the same

invariants (2.2) and (2.2a) we say that they are of the same type.

Some of our proofs will rely on the following "one-dimensional"

result, already proved in [9, Theorem 5.1]:

Theorem 2.1. Let the lattice L have two decompositions o\-@Li = L

= or¡@Ki with £2 = e = ij2 and |e| =1. If a(L1)Q(2)o, then LiQéKi.
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3. The derived canonical basis. Let (¿x) be a canonical basis for L.

Starting with two fixed, distinct and orthogonal basis elements £t-, £y

and with a given integer a, we shall derive a new canonical basis (Sx)

from the old one (£x). The operation of passing from the one basis to

the other will be denoted by the symbol

op (!< -♦ ft + a£,) ;

the value of Si will be given by the equation 3<=£i+œ£/! thus

2       2       22

(3.1) Eí-fc + aÉÜ

we define Sx = £x at those values of X for which Xj^î, j and £x£y = 0.

Most of the Sx are now settled; to complete the definition of the basis

(Sx) we must specify the vector Sy and (when £y is improper with

£¿£¿+1^0. say) the vector Sy+i. To ensure that the constructions in-

volved in defining the remaining Sx yield a canonical basis, we must

assume that

(3.2) a Go, 4i)/ê)Ê»,
.       21 i I I       21 i 1

(3.3) I S< I   =  I a(fi) [   if £,- proper,     [ S¿ |   < | a(£¡) |   if £,■ improper.

Case 1. £,•, £y proper. Then a£/E?Eo by (3.2) and (3.3); define

Sy = £y — (a^/S?)S,-; then (Sx) is canonical and

2 2 2     2 2        2

(3.4) E/-fc-a(fc)/R.

Case 2. £,- improper, £y proper. Let £<±i =S<±i be the basis vector

that is not orthogonal to £,. Put

2    2 2    2 2

4 = - a^-S,±i/(SiSi±i - (S.-Si+i) ) E o,

B = a|i(SiSi±i)/(H,H!±i - (SÄtti) ) G o

and define Sy = £y+4Si+.BSi±i; then SySi = 0=SyS,+i by choice of A
and B; and (Sx) is canonical in virtue of (2.2) and (2.2a). Direct

computation shows that

2 2 r2222 2n

(3.5) Sy = {, + [a «y) Si±1/(SiS,±1)  ].

Case 3. $< proper, &&+i*0. Define Ey=fc-(aS/E?)E< and Sy'+i
=&+i-(«&WE?)E<; then SyS;+1=^y+1(l -a2g/S?); put Sy+i
=Sy'+i(^y+i/SySj+i)- Then (Sx) is canonical and direct computation

yields SySy+1 = £y£y+i and

222222 2 2 2 2        2i

(3.6) Si = tj- a (£,•) /S,-, Sy+i = £y+i + [a (£y£y+i) /Si].
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Case 4. £,• improper, ^y+i^O. Define Ey as in Case 2 and put

%+l-iUH+A,Et+B'Zi±1 where

2 2    2 2

4' = - a(^i,+i)E<±i/(H,-E<±i - (E¿Ei±i) ) G o,

Bf = «(liÉm)(B<S<±i)/(2feî±i - (SiEi±1)2) G o.

The fact that A' and 5' are integers follows from (3.2) and (3.3).

Then Ey and EJ+i are orthogonal to oS> + oEi±i. Also E,'+iEy = £y+i£y
■(l+ja^±1/(SÄ±i)!|). DefineSy+1=E;+iaj+1^/S;+1Ey). Then (Ex)
is canonical and direct computation shows that EyEy+i=£y£y+i and

(3.7) E • = i + [a2(è2s!±1/(E,Ei±i)2],

(3.7a)                  E-+1 = ii+x + [a2(?¿í+i)2E!±i/(EiE,-±i)2].

This completes the definition of the basis (Ex).

In the definition of op (£»—*£<+afy) we have assumed that i¿¿j and

that £¿£j = 0. We now define op (£»—>£i+a£¿) in a similar manner:

Case 5. i=j, |l+a|=l. Define Ei = £,+a£¿; if ?»±i?<5^0, put

Ei±i = (l+a)_1^±i; set the remaining Ex = £x. Note that

(3.8) 1 « 1   >  |2|   -» E? = £i + a\)+ {rai]).

Finally we define the symbol op (£,-+i—>£i+i+a£i) when £¿£t+i^0.

Note that in this case neither E,- nor E<+i will be defined in the usual

way.

Case 6. ¿M^+i^O, «Go. Define E¿ = £< and Ei+i=£.+i+a£<; we then

have E¿EÍ+i=£¿^+i(l+a£2/£i£,-+i) and we put

E.-+1 = E¿+i(?¿fi+i/E¿E,-+i).

Set the remaining Ex=£x. Note that

II I ,   2i 2 2 1! /       M,

(3.9) I a \   >  I 2£,W!i|   =» S,+1 = ti+i + a £, + {™ii\,

(3.10) | a |   <  | 2£,W?i|   -» S»n = f?+i + 2a^,-+i + {27ra^i+1}.

We conclude this section with some lemmas.

Lemma 3.1. //¿2=o+{4ît} where a is a unit, then o£=a.

Proof. Apply Hensel's lemma [l].

The next lemma is a necessary modification of a result of the author

[9] and a slight sharpening of the binary formulation of Theorem 2

in [2]. Its corollary is weaker than Theorem 14.3 in [9] but will meet

the requirements of this paper.
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Lemma 3.2. Let L = o£i+0^2 be an improper lattice of norm (7r")o such

that £i£2 = l and £l = a+[irA]. Suppose that either (1) |£[| =|ir'| and

A^2e—j»+l; or (2) A^2e+1; /fee« iAere is an X in L such that

L = 6ti+oX, £iZ = l and X2 = a.

Proof. The quadratic equation

a\£ - <*(£)*) + 2a(l - o& + (£2 - a) = 0

can be written in the form a2 + [27r~"]a-r- {ir2e_2,,+1} =0 which has an

integral solution a0 by Hensel's lemma   [l]. Then

X - (fc + aofc)/(l + aoÇÎ)

is the vector required.

The second part of the lemma is proved in the same way.

Corollary 3.2. Let L = o£i+o£2 and jRC = 0771+0772 be improper lat-

tices of the same norm (tt')o and of the same determinant, such that

&. = vl = k ], £& = 1 = nm and g - 4+ {ir2-- ). Then L^K.

Proof. Since L and K are evidently field equivalent we can as-

sume that they are in the same metric space V. Define/ = e or/ = e + l

in such a way that f+v is even and put Z/ = o£o©L, K' = o%o®K,

where £o=7r_/- Applying op (172—nij+ai-o) with a suitable a for which

vl+<*2&=& (mod ir*«-**1), we see that L'SéK' by the lemma and so

L^K by Theorem 2.1.

4. In this section we shall make use of the Hasse invariant S(jQ

= 23*£m (a*< af) °f a (diagonal) quadratic form «£ = ^,a\xl; this

symbol is fully discussed by Witt in [l0]. An easy computation [9]

shows that if e is a unit and if «Go, then

(4.1) (1 + 4«, e) = 1,

(4.2) (1 + 4«, «r) = 1 <=* 1 + 4a = a2, a G F.

Durfee [2] has shown that two lattices L and K are equivalent if

they are congruent modulo 47ru(£„) where £„ is the last basis element

in any canonical representation of L. The next theorem is designed

to improve the degree of approximation but it will be necessary to

make the additional assumption that L and K are in the same metric

space V.

Theorem 4.1. Let L= 5Z°£x an^ %■= 2°^ oe two lattices in the

same space V, both of the same type and such that a(K) =a(L)CZ(2)o.

If (f¡0 *5 canonical and has the properties (i) (Ç\)o = N(K), (ii) £x£n

= fxr,+ {a(fx)-a(r,)}, then L^K.
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Proof. First let us prove the following contention: L=K if (£x) is

also canonical.

Proof of contention. We have fc&« W* if X *n; il = tl+ {a(fx)2}.
Put fx = ax. There is no loss of generality in assuming that a(K)

= a(L) = (2)o.
Case 1. £i and fi proper. Then (£?)o = a(£i) = (2)o = a(fO = (ai)o.

Define / = 0 or/=l, the choice being such that f+e is odd; define

£o=7t-/ and put Z/ = o£o©L, i£' = o£offi-K; by Theorem 2.1 it suffices

to prove that L'^K'.
Suppose that we have constructed a new canonical basis

(4.3) Xt, Xu S,, • • • , E<-i, |<, • • • , {», 2úiún,

for Z/ with the property

(4.4) Ex = ax, 1 < X < i.

We now show how to construct E¿, that is another basis X0, Xi,

Et, • • • , Et-i, Ei, ii+i, ■ • • , in in which the property (4.4) is valid

for all 1 <X— i: the vectors X0, Xi will be variables in this construc-

tion.
By varying X0, Xu and £< alone, suppose that we obtain another

canonical basis (which we continue to write in the form (4.3)) such

that £2 = a,-r-€7rA. Then A is unbounded. For if not, we can suppose

that A is maximal; then A = 2 ord a(ii). (a) Let A+e be even. If we

define a so that a2X2=«rA (mod 7rA+1), then |a2| = ] tta/2 | ^1 and

\aa(Xi)/a(ii) |2g 12| ; hence (3.2) is satisfied and we can apply

op (ii—>ii+aXi) to obtain a greater A. Hence (b) A+e must be odd;

then A+/ is even and in virtue of the perfectness of the residue class

field we can define a so that a2Aro = €irA(mod7TA+1); then |a2| = |irA+/|

gl and \aa(X0)/a(ii)\2=\ir*-'/a(it)*\ which is integral when/ = 0;

if /=1,   ¡7rA| ̂ |a(¿<)|2 since A+e odd implies A odd; hence

TA-'/a(£.)2

is still integral; (3.2) is therefore satisfied for general / and we can

apply op (ii-*ii+aX0) to reduce 17rA|. Hence A is unbounded.

By choosing a ii with a sufficiently high A, e.g. A = ord (4ttu(£í)),

we can construct a E< such that

(4.5) HÎ = ai

in virtue of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. This is the E< required by the con-

struction.

Proceeding in this way we arrive at a basis Xq, Xi, Eî, • • • , E» for
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V such that £2 oSx =£" ofx- Then oX0©oXi and o£0©ori are

fractionally equivalent by Witt's theorem. Now X\ must represent

ir_/ (mod 2) and in virtue of (3.2) and (3.8) we can therefore apply

op (X<¡—tXo+oiXí) and op (X<¡—>X<¡+aX0) in succession to reduce

0X000^! to the form X20=ir-'8 and X\=aib where 6 = 1 (mod 4).

Applying Hasse symbols to oX0©oXi and o£o©ofi we get (jr~fh, —1)

•iflxb, aiw~{) = {ir~f, — l)(ai,ai7T_/)- Hence (5, — aiir1) = 1; but ord aiirf

= e+f is odd, by choice of/; hence 5 is a square by (4.2). This com-

pletes the proof of the first case.

Case 2. £1 and ft improper. Since N(L) = (Ç2)o = (2tt*)o where

0<vge, we can suppose that (^)o = A^(L). Define/ = 0 or/=l, in

such a way that/+v+e is odd. Define L' and K' as in Case 1. We

must prove that L'=K'.

Suppose that we have constructed a canonical basis

(4.6) Xo, Xi, Xt, Ss, • • • , Si_i, |<, • • • , |„, 3 g i g n;

for L', having the following properties

(4.7) x\ m iî(mod 4x),        Sx = ax for 2 < X < i,

(4.8) iV(L) = ^(oXx + oZ2 + oS3 + ■ • • + 0&.).

We now give the construction for S,-: that is, we produce another

basis Xo, Xu Xi, S3, • • • , S,_i, Si, £,+i, •••,£» for L', having the

properties (4.7) and (4.8) for all 2<Xgi; X0, Xu X2 will be variable

vectors in this construction. Note that (4.7) and (4.8) together imply

that (X\) o = Ar(oX1+oX2+oE3+ ■ • • +o£„) and hence

(4.9) |Z221   g  \x{\.

By varying X0, Xu X2 and £i alone, suppose that we obtain another

canonical basis (which we continue to write in the form (4.6)) with

£< =ffi+«rA and such that the new basis continues to satisfy equations

(4.7) and (4.8). Then A is unbounded. For if not, we can choose a A

that is maximal; then A^2 ord (a(£,)). (a) Let A+e+v be even. In

virtue of the perfectness of the residue class field we can define a so

that a2X?=e7rA (mod tta+1); then \a2\ =\ir*/2ir'\ gl; and

I aaiXJMti) |2 g 1;

hence (3.2) is satisfied and we can apply op (£i-^£«+aXi) ; under this

change of basis the new value of Zi satisfies (4.7) in virtue of (3.6)

and (3.7), (4.8) is obviously true, and £i+aXi has a greater A, deny-

ing the maximality of A. Hence (b) A+e+v must be odd and so
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A+/ is even. As in case 1(b) we see that this is also impossible.

Hence A is unbounded.

We now define E,- as in (4.5). Proceeding in this way we obtain a

basis Xq, Xi, Xi, St, • • • , E« for L', which satisfies (4.7) and (4.8)

and is such that ¿3 oEx = £3 ofx- By Witt's theorem, L" = oX0

©(0X1 + 0X2) and K" = oio®(oÇi+oÇi) are field equivalent; the rest

of the proof is devoted to proving that they are in fact integrally

equivalent.

Let L" =oX0©(oXi+oX2) be a canonical basis for L" that satis-

fies (4.9) and write X^ = ai + e7rA. Then A is unbounded. For if not, we

can choose a A that is maximal; then A = 2e by (4.7); and we can as-

sume that (X?)o = 7V(L). (a) Let A+e+v be even. If A<3e+v, by

the perfectness of the residue class field and by (3.8) there is an a such

that (l+a)2X^ = ai (mod irA+1); applying op (Xi->Xi+aXi) with

this a leads to a contradiction. By Lemma 3.2 we see that A = 3e+v

is also impossible. Hence (b) A+e+v is odd and so A+/ is even. This

is again impossible as in case 1(b). Hence A is unbounded and we can

take A = co by Lemma 3.2. We fix this vector for which X\ = a\. Now

let X2 = a2 + é7ta ; if A is unbounded as X0 and X2 vary, we are through ;

if not, let X2 be chosen so that A is maximal; if A<3e—v, then

A = e+v by (4.9), and so A+e+v must be odd by (3.9); hence A+/

must be even; now Xo=7r_/(l + {2tv"+1\) and a determinantal con-

sideration therefore shows that A = 2e+f; applying op (X2—>X2+aX0)

with a2X2 = e7rA(mod irA+1) shows that this is impossible. Hence

A^3e-v.

We therefore have a basis 0X06(0X1 + 0X2) for L" such that

Xl = au X\ = ai+{iru~'\, XXX2= tt" and therefore Xo=ir-/S where

5 = 1 (mod 4). Applying Hasse symbols to L" and K" we get

(ir_/5, — l)(ai, anr~/ô)(aidS, dir1) = (ir~f, —\)(ah anr~i)(aid, dir~f)

where d denotes the determinant of 0^1 + 0^2. Hence (5, ir) = 1 and so

Ô is a square by (4.2). Hence L"^K" by Corollary 3.2. Q.E.D.

Proof of theorem. First we show how to construct a canonical

basis (Ex) for L from the given basis (i\). Suppose that Ex=£x+axXx

has already been defined for 0<X<¿ where l=íá«, and such that

axGa(fx), XxGL, f<-if. = 0, L= J^1 oEx+ Z? o£x where ûSi+ • • •
+oE<_i is canonical with the same type as ofi+ ■ • • +of,_i. We

now define E<.
Case 1. f, is proper. Consider the vector Y=ii+Ai'E1+ ■ • •

+Ai-iEi-i. An easy computation shows that .4yGct(f¿) exist such

that FEx = 0, X<i; the Y corresponding to these A¡ is defined to

be E».
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Case 2. ft- improper. Define S» and S('+1 as in Case 1. Then SiSi+i

= ftft+1(l + {a(ft)}) and we put E*i -&i(ftt<ti/2HKt-1);
Proceeding in this manner we arrive at a canonical basis (Sx) for L

such thatSx=(£x+axZx)2=ft2+ {ct(ft)2}. The conditions of the theo-

rem are therefore satisfied by the canonical basis (Sx) and so L is

isometric to K.

Theorem 4.2. Let L = Li®L2 = Ki@K2 be two decompositions of the

totally integral lattice L such that L\ and K\ are of unit determinant and

a(Li) =0(26) Ç(2)o. If L^KU then L2^K2.

Proof. First we assume that L\ and K\ are proper. Write Li = o£i

© • • • ©o£r-i; ¿2 = o£r+ • ■ • + o£„; ¿£1 = 0771© • • • ©0T/r_i; ¿£2 = 077,.

+ • ■ ■ +077„; all thesebases are canonical and such that (l£)o = N(L2).

Define

2 2

Sx = %\ -   (%xrn/vi)ril -   •  •  •   -   (&»Jr-l/»7r-l)l?r-l

for rgXg«. Then Ex = £x + {a(fx) }%x where XxEL; and L=LX

+ X? oSx since a(£x)!=(2)o; and X? oExC¿£2 since Ex77„ = 0 for

IxtP&r — l; now in general the change of basis in a lattice is effected

by a unimodular transformation and a determinantal consideration

of the matrix connecting rji, • • • , r\n and £i, • • • , £r_i, Er, • • • , En

therefore shows that 23" oSx = K2. But L2 and £2" oSx are field equiv-

alent by Witt's theorem; and SxS/I = £x£M+ {n(£x)a(&.)} ; hence

¿2=^2 by Theorem 4.1.

If Li and Kx are improper, define £o = l and put L' = o£0ffiL

= L{ @L2 = K{ ©¿£2. Then Li  and K(  are proper and so ¿^=¿£2.

5. We shall call a vector XE V isotropic if X2 = 0; a binary lattice

L will be called totally isotropic if it has a basis L = oX + o Y for which

X2 = 0=F2.

Lemma 5.1. Let L be any (not necessarily integral) lattice in V and

£i, £ isotropic vectors in L such that L = (o£i + o£)ffiLi and |£i£| =1. If

r¡ is an isotropic vector in L such that \i-ii\ =1 and 0.(77) =o, then

L = (o77+o£)ffiZ,i' and L[ is isometric to L\.

Proof. We have t]=a^i+ß^+X with XEL\-, in virtue of the

assumption \%i)\ =1, a must be a unit. Hence we can write L = (o£i

+ o£) © Eo£x = (0^7 + of) + 2>Sx = (or? + o£) © X>Ex where Sx = (£x
~faExAlr)?), since 77£x/r7£Go. Put L{ = 2°2x; this proves the first

part of the lemma.

Now ExE„ = (£x- (t7£x/t7£)£). (à.- Orée/té)*;) =£x£M since £ is isotropic

and orthogonal to both £x and £M. Hence Li' =Li. Q.E.D.
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If L is a totally integral lattice of unit determinant and of dimen-

sion ^3, there is a decomposition

(5.1) L=Y,Nx®U®Li ^2

where the Ax are totally isotropic binary lattices of unit determinant

and where L\, Li satisfy the following conditions: if L is proper,

¿2=[l]©[l] or L2=[l], while if L is improper,

*-er1«:,)- v> 0;

and

£i s( ri). with m > 0
V 1       \2\)'{2j

for L proper, and with ju>j>>0 for L improper. Note that in this de-

composition L\ is totally isotropic if ju>e.

In the decomposition (5.1) the term Z-^x is omitted when dim L

is either 3 or 4, in other words we then have L = L\®Li. We extend

this decomposition to lattices of lower dimension by writing

(5.1a) L^Li if dim! = 2;

the value p = oo is associated with such a lattice.

The proof that a decomposition (5.1) does in fact exist is a simple

application of the operations op (£»—>£.+«£/) of §3 and is left to the

reader. Compare the result in [9].

Theorem 5.2. Let Li®(oii+oii+i)®Li = L = Ki®(or]J+oiij+1)®Ki

be two decompositions of the lattice L such that o£y+o£y+i and or/y+o»?y+i

are totally isotropic and isometric. Then Li©L2 and K\®Ki are iso-

metric.

Proof. There is no loss of generality in taking a(i¡) =o = a(ri¡). In

virtue of the canonical form decomposition theorem and of (5.1) we

can write

/—1 h n

(5.2) L = E oíx © (of/ + oii+i) © Z ofx © Z oix
1 i+2 i+1

where (i) |a(&)|>l for l=Xgj-l, |a(£x)|=l for j£\£k, and

|ö(£x)| <1 for fc + lgXgra; (ii) £x is canonical for l=X^j —1 and

for ¿ + 1=X<«; (iii) Z*+2 ofx is expressed in the form (5.1). Since

the lattice Zy+2 o£x has the form (5.1), we can define integers v and p

corresponding to the basis (ij+t, • ■ •,£*)• Of course v and p. will vary
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as we alter the basis (&,•••, £y_i, £/+j, • • ■ , in): oí all such bases for

LiffiZ.2 which have the properties (i) to (iii), choose one in which first

v and then p is maximal (v will be zero when a(ik) =0). Note that£y

and ij+i are unaltered in this choice of basis. We shall refer to this

new basis as (i\). We can assume that both £x and £x+i are isotropic

vectors whenever o£x + o£x+i is totally isotropic.

Contention: there is an isotropic vector £¿, j=iá&, such that (a)

either \iiVj\ =1 or |£<i7y+i| =1; (b) if £,£,+8^0, then £,+j is also iso-

tropic.

Proof of contention. Write

Ii = flii£i + • • • + ajjij + • • • + Okjik + • • • + aniin

= Xj + anil + • • • + akjik + Yj

where ax/Go. Similarly

(5.4) 7J/+1 = Xj+i + Ojj+iij + ■ • • + Okj+iik + Yj+i.

Let us consider any X, l=Xg/— 1. If £x is proper, then |i7/£x| ^1

implies that |axy£x| = 1 and so |axy| <1¡ similarly |flxy+i| <1; hence

\aljil\ <1, |«w+i£x] <1 and | axyaxy+i£21 <1. If & is improper (£x£x+i

t^O, say), then \i)ji\\ =1 implies that |ax/£x+ax+i/£x£x+i| =1 and so

I Ox+i> I <1  and by symmetry  |axy| <1; then

I ij,-(axyjr-1& + ax+ijTT^ix+i) |   = 1

implies   that   (ax/£x+ax+i/£x+i)2GOr)o;   similarly

(a\j+ii\ + <zx+u+i£x+i)2 G (ir)o

and

(a\ii\ + ax+iyfx+i) (a\j+ii\ + ax+ij+ifx+i) G Mo.

Hence we have

(5.5) X-GWo,       X,Xi+iGWo,       4eWo.

It is easy to see that

(5.6) T2G(x)o,        YjYj+le(ir)o,       4g(t)o.

Now let us consider the following cases.

Case 1. k — (j+l)=0. Then jj^/y+i is a unit, but |XyX;+i| <1 and

| FyFy+i| <1; hence a,, (say) must be a unit and £i=£y+i is the vector

required.

Case 2. k — (j+l)>0 is odd. An easy computation shows that

a*/G 00 o. But |ijy>7y+i| =1 and so at least one axy must be a unit,
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jgXg& — 1. If p>e or if k=j+2, we are through. So assume that

k>j + 2 and juge. Let us suppose (if possible) that |a*_2/| =1 but

|öxy| <1 for jgXg£-3. Put E*-2 = aiy£i + ■ ■ • +ay_iy£y_i+a*_2y£it-ä

+ ■ • • +a„y£„ and Éí-i^Ií-i. Then S?_2G(27r)o since ^ = 0. Define

Sx = £x+^xSt-2+¿?xS*_i for lgXgj-1, ^gXg«, where Ax and ¿3X

are the integral solutions to

2

£xÄ*-2 + Axñk-2 + Bxak-2&k-i = 0,

(5.7) m m m2
£xEft-l + ^4xSi;-2Sjfe-l +  ¿3xÄfc-l =  0.

Then El-1 o£x© IX, o£x= Eí-1 oEx+(oS*-2 + oS*-,)+ E£ oSx; if
we put Eí-1 oSx+ E" °Ex into canonical form and consider the re-

sulting form for L, we see that S*_2G(27r)o denies the maximality of

p. Hence |a*_2y| <1 if | axy| <1 for all .;'gXg& — 3; and similarly

|a*-2j+i| <1 if |axy+i| <1 for jgXgß— 3. But these inequalities can-

not be satisfied simultaneously since [ ̂ j-^y-r-ii ~^'< hence at least one

axy or one axy+i, jgXg& —3, must be a unit and this completes the

proof of the second case.

Case 3. k — (J+l)>0 is even.

(a) ofjfc_i + o£fc proper. Since rft=0 = rfj+1, we must have a»-iy£t-i

+a*i£t —0 (mod ir) and at_iy+i£t_i+a*y+i£t —0 (mod tt) from which it

follows that

2 2
afc_i,-ajfc_iy+i£,fc_i + ak,akj+i%k ■ 0 (mod ir).

Hence at least one axy, jgXgfc— 2, must be a unit. If k—j+3 or if

/t>e we are through. If /xge and k>j+3 we can employ the argu-

ment of Case 2 to show that at least one axy or one axy+i, jgXgà — 4,

must be a unit.

(b) of*_i + o£t improper. If v>e we can assume that £t_i = 0=£* by

(3.10) and Lemma 3.2; hence that p>e; the result is an immediate

consequence of the equation |7jy?7y+i| =1. Now let v = e (and so p>e

again): suppose, if possible, that |a*_i/| ml but |axy|<l for all

ígXgé-2. Define

S*_i = ai,£i + • • • + a,_ij£,_i + ak-\£k-i + ■ ■ ■ + a„,£„.

Then ELiG(2tt)o. Write E*=£* and define Ex as in (5.7) for 1 gX

gj-1, ¿ + lgXg«. Then Eí"1 o£x© £"-i o£x= Eí"1 oEx+(oE*_,
+ oE*) + Eî+i oEx and this denies the maximality of v. Hence there

is at least one axy or one axy+i, jgXgfc —2, such that |axy| =1. If

k=j+3 we are through; if k>j + 3, o£*_3+of*_2 is totally isotropic,

and so we are through. Now let v<e; then we can assume that

| £t| < | ir*| by (3.9). Using this fact in an argument similar to the one
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just given, we see that |a*-iy| <1 and |a*_iy+i| <1 must always hold,

no matter what the values of axy and axy+i, jú^íkk — 2, may be. If

k=j+3 or if p>e, we are through. So let k>j+3 and p^e. Suppose,

if possible, that |a*_3y| =1 but |axy| <1 for all j=X = & — 4. Define

j-l n

Sifc-3   =    Z a*& +  <**-3í(¡*-8 +  ük-ijik-2 +   /-I flXj'£x
1 k+1

and Et-3=Ei_3+at_iy£4_i+a*y£*. Then, as in Case 2, we have

)-I n

Z o£x © (oik-z + oik-i) ® (oik-i + oik) ® Z o£x
i *+i

j-l n

= Z oEx + ((oE*_3 + o£*_2) © (o£*_i + o£*)) + Z oEx
i t+i

= Z oSx + ((oEt-3 + o£*-2) © (oEfc-i + oE*)) + Z oEx
i *+i

and by considering the norm of the middle blocks it is easy to see that

we have |£2_i| = |ir'| and |E2| = \v'\ ; but we also have |El_3| < | 2|

= [ 7T** j ; this denies the maximality of p. Hence there is at least one

axy or one ax/+i./ = X = &— 4, which is a unit. This completes the proof

of the contention.

There is therefore a pair of isotropic vectors £,-, £,+i, such that

l^i^l (say), a(£,)=o and £,£¿+5 = 1 where ô=±l. Applying

Lemma 5.1 twice we get L = (o£,-+o£,-+s)ffiL3 = (o£»+o?7;) ©Z4 = (o?jy

+ 057y+i)©1.5 with í-3=¿4=¿6. If i—j or if i=j+\, we are through.

If not, Ls=(o£y + o£y+i)©£3' and since L3^Lb, we have L6=(oXi

+ oX2)©Z5' with (oXi + oX2)^(o£y+o£y+1) and L¡^L¿. Then

(o£<+o£,+i)©I.3'=(oXi + oX2)©L6' : that is to say, L^U^Ki®^.

Q.E.D.
This thorem establishes the second result announced in the intro-

duction. For let L = L'®L* and K = K'®K* be isometric lattices

with Z/S Z^x=i?' where Nx is of the form

/ 0      t'W\

V<x>    o /*

If dim L' = 2=dim K', then L*^K* by Theorem 5.2; if dim V
= dim K'>2, we apply this result to cancel off two-dimensional

totally isotropic lattices, one at a time, until we obtain L*=K*.
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